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PROGRAM 

Adagio for Strings, Op.11 

PAUSE 

Symphony No. 5 in C-sharp Minor 
Trauermarsch . In gemessenem 

Samuel Barber 
(1910-1981) 

Gustav Mahler 
(1860-1911) 

Schritt, streng. Wie ein Kondukt edited by Erwin Ratz 

Stiirmisch bewegt. Mit groj3ter Vehemenz 
Scherzo. Kriiftig, nicht zu schnell, nicht eilen 
Adagietto. Sehr langsam 
Rondo-Finale. Allegro 

In consideration of the performers and members of the audience, please 
check audible paging devices with the ushers and silence audible timepieces. 
The taking of photographs and use of recording equipment are prohibited. 
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PROGRAM NOTES 

Adagio for Strings, Op.11 . . Samuel Barber 

In the fall of 1933, Samuel Barber met Arturo Toscanini, and by the 
end of the year Toscanini told the young composer that he would like to 
perform one of his works. This was very unusual, since Toscanini tended 
to avoid works by contemporary American composers. However, it was 
more than three years before Barber presented a work to Toscanini. Dur
ing the fall of 1936, Barber wrote a letter to Orlando Cole, cellist of the 
Curtis String Quartet, "I have just.finished the slow movement of my quar
tet today- it is a knockout! Now for a Finale." Barber did.finish the quar
tet and struggled with the Finale, but the following year he rescored the 
second movement for string orchestra and titled it Adagio for Strings. 
Barber would later present this work, along with his Essay for Orchestra, 
Op.12 (1938), to Toscanini, who premiered both works on November 5, 
1938, with the National Broadcasting Company Symphony Orchestra. 

Considered to be Barber's most famous work, the Adagio for Strings 
is noted for its simplicity as well as for its poignancy and power. The mem
orable arch melody is parallel to the form and dynamics of the piece. The 
melody, which could be described as a variation on a scale - both as
cending and descending - is repeated in various voices within the strings, 
and Barber varies the accompaniment slightly with each entrance. As the 
range increases, so do the dynamics, with fortissimo at the climax of the 
piece and pianissimo at the beginning and the end. Though the melody is 
simple, Barber's clever use of dynamics and instrumentation turns a sim
ple melody into a moving and poignant piece. 

- Note by Willa Collins 

Symphony No. 5 in C-sharp Minor . Gustav Mahler 

During his lifetime, Gustav Mahler enjoyed much greater success as 
a conductor than as a composer. He led opera companies and symphony 
orchestras on both sides of the Atlantic during the concert season, but in 
the summers Mahler retreated to his quiet villa on the Worthersee and 
composed. It is ironic then that slightly less than a century after his death, 
we remember Mahler more for his summer activity as a composer than for 
the conducting career that consumed most of his time. It was during the 
summer holidays of 1901 and 1902 that Mahler wrote his Fifth Symphony. 
It was a departure from his three previous symphonies ( and similar to his 
First Symphony), with no obvious programmatic content and no vocal so
loists or choruses. Mahler's friend Natalie Bauer-Lechner described the 
symphony in this way: "The human voice would be out of place here. 
There is no call for words, everything is said in purely musical terms." 



The symphony is in five movements and set in the stormy key of C

sharp minor. Mahler divides the work into three parts: the first contains 

the opening and second movements; the second contains the third move

ment only; and the third contains the fourth and fifth movements. Each 

part uses unique thematic material and reveals a different musical per

spective. The first parJ sets a solemn mood with the first movement, a fu

neral march. It begins with a single trumpet, whose rhythm bears some 

resemblance to the opening "fate knocking" motive from Beethoven's Fifth 

Symphony. The figures from the opening trumpet solo recur at various 

points during the movement and are an important unifying element. Guido 

Adler described this movement as "an intensification, as it were, of the 

mood in the corresponding movement of Beethoven's Eroica." The funeral 

march is at times interrupted by tumultuous outbursts of sweeping strings 

and soaring brass lines. The movement ends with a final reprise of the 

solemn funeral march. 

The second movement continues the stormy dramatic mood put forth 

in the opening movement. There seems to be a sort of musical tug-of-war 

between the brass and strings before the orchestra settles into an unstable, 

but intense melody. This melody fades into the funeral march music of the 

first movement and is punctuated by string pizzicatos and woodwinds. The 

music crests dramatically and then tapers off to a quieter section led by 

the cellos. Again, the music builds up to a rousing and now triumphant 

section - this time in a major key. The music fades again and the second 

movement ends with a delicate harp solo. 

Swirling, dance-like motions characterize the scherzo, a Liindler in 

apotheosis. Mahler opens the movement with a Straussian horn call. The 

violins soon follow, introducing an exuberant melody as the glockenspiel 

and sparkling triangle rolls illuminate the orchestral texture. As the scher

zo continues, the swirling motions get darker and.more mysterious. A solo 

horn interrupts the texture in a way that is reminiscent of a cantor. The 

horn obbligato presents a simple chant which the strings (and later wood

winds and first horn) quietly echo. The Liindler melody later returns qui

etly and subversively in the first violins. The movement ends wildly, urged 

on by the entire horn section. 
Introspective and scored only for strings and harp, the fourth move

ment, Adagietto, is a declaration of love to Alma Schindler. Mahler court

ed and married Alma after he started work on the symphony, and as he fin

ished the work she served as his copyist. The material heard here comes 

from an excerpt from one of Mahler's other projects from the summer of 

1901, Funf Lieder nach Ruckert. The intimacy and expressiveness of the 

movement has made it quite popular; frequently the Adagietto is extracted 

from the symphony and performed alone. It was featured in the Luchino 

Visconti film, Death in Venice. A place of calm in the symphony, its ethe

real character contrasts significantly with the music that precedes and 

follows it. 



The fourth movement moves directly into the contrapuntal Rondo

Finale, which is influenced by Mahler's recent study of Bach. The music 

here is marked by fugal textures and the Adagietto theme of the previous 

movement. It begins with short solo passages in the horn and woodwinds 

and creates a pastoral mood. Then the cellos enter, beginning the first of 

several fugues in the movement. The glorious chorale that closes the sym

phony is derived from material at the end of the second movement. The 

symphony that had begun so darkly in C-sharp minor ends with a rousing 

finish in D major. 
- Note by Bethany Harvey 
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